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NON-HAMILTQNIAN NON-GRINBERGIAN GRAPHS* 
Scttlinp it questton of Butte and at \m~dar question of Grtinhaum and %a1 a, we present a 
?-\alrnt konn~ctcd planar graph that has only pentagons and octagons, has 92 1200. tqxc- 
tl\cl> I wrtwt‘\ and it5 IonpcNt circuit (path. rrspoctilef! ) contains at most ($0 (108. xspectivciy L 
\~rtw:s; mareo\er. tt IS shown rhat the famrly of all Svalent konnected planar graphs, havmg 
n -got5 or+ if n ~2 Z (mod 3) (or n = 1 (mod .3)), has a shortness exponent which is less than one. 
The p-vector (p@. pj+ . . . ) of 1 planar graph G having no loops and no multiple 
edges. is defined by letting pk denote the number of rG -gonal faces determined b~l G. 
The famous result of Grinberg [3, see also 8. 1 p. X6,3 Theorem 1.21,9, 71 states 
that. if G is a planar graph which is Hamiltonian, then 
(*) there exist nonnegative integers pi and p’,‘. k 3 3, such that p: + ~IL = pk 
for all k 2 3, and x, ,,(k - 2)~; = XI *J (k - 2)f$ 
Grinberg’s criterion (*) has been used by him (131. see also 181) and late: by Tutte 
191 to prove that some planar graphs for which (J) c.kes not hold are non- 
Hamiltonian. For example, every planar graph is non-Hamiltonian if it has a 
p-vector satisfying the condition: p,, # 0 implies k = 2(mod3), with exactly one 
exception n, n $2 (mod 3) for which p” = 1. 
Let a planar graph G be called nm-Grirrbergiat~ if its p-vector satripfies the 
condition: pi # 0 implies k = 2 (mod 3). 
Tutte [9. p. 301) asked whether every 3-valent 3-connected planar graph which is 
.lon-Grinbergian must be Hamiltonian. Griinbaum and the present author [h, p. 
112j asked a related question, whether every 3-valeaut map is HamiltoniaIh pr”viJcd 
h # 0 holds for exactly two values of k, which are congruent to 2 modulo 3. 
This note presents negative answers to both of these questions; in fact, following 
a remark of Griinbaum (in a private communication). it is shown here that the 
shortness exponent of the family of all 3-valen: konnected ncsn-Grinbergian 
graphs is less than one. 
We construct here two 3-vaknt konnected planar graphs G, and GZ. havirilp 
* This research was supported try the local branch elf the International GrGnhaum Institute for 
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only pentagons and octagons, such that G, has 92 vertices and is non-Hamiltonian 
while G2 has 200 vertices and has no Hamiltonian paths. 
The constructiort of G,: Let CA, be the Crinberg [3, Fig.3, p. SS] and Tutte [9, see 
also 4, Fig. 3, p. t M5] graph, shown here in Fig. 1. Go is a 3-valent 3-connected 
(cyclically S-connected) planar non-HamiRonian graph, having the p-vector ( 
18, pfi = 3, pn = 3, pk = 0 for at1 k, 3 s k # 5,6,8). The three hexagons of Go have a 
vertex in common, to be called here t). The graph G, is obtained by cutting o out of 
G,, and joining two such copies as shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Theorem t . G, is a 3-valenr 3-connected (cyclically 3-connected) planar graph 
hntling the p-vector (us = 36. ,pn = 12, pk = 0 for all k, 3 6 k f Cc,@; G, has 92 
w&es and i,‘?e longest circuir‘ i,t G, has at most SW) wrtices (i.e., G, is mm- 
Hamiltonr,,~ 1. 
Proof. All the properties of G1, except he last one, are clearly true. Suppose ar is 
a circuit in G,; QC does not contain all the 43 vertices of any one copy of Ck- o in 
G,. if it ccntains other vertices as well, since otherwise by shrinkin the rest of $;I, tcl 
a \‘ert<x it would follow that Ccl is Hamiltonian. There ore CT does not contain 
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either all the vertices of one cope of CL - u or at least one vertex of each one of the 
two copies of G,, - tt in G ,. hence cy is of length at most W7 as claimed. 
The construction nf G,: In a similar way, G2 consists of four copies of G(, - 3, 
joined together as shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. 
Theorem 2. G: is (I 3-vafent 3-connectd (cyclically J-connected) phtar graph 
that has the p-vector (pS = 72, pg = 30, pc = 0 for al! k, 3 s k # 5,8); Gz has 200 
vertices and the fongest path in it is of lerzgth at most 198. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the previous one. hence it is omitted; it uses 
the fact that any path in G, does not contain all the vertices of at least two copies of 
G,, - t‘ in which the two end points do nut lie. 
The graph CL, shown in Fig. 4, is similar to G, and is smaller; it is a Svalent 
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Sconnecaed planar graph which has only pentagons, octagons and I4-gons, and its 
longest path con&ins at m3st 180 out of its 182 vertices. 
‘Ikz shortraess vxponenf CT( 28) of a family Y of graihs has been defined (5, see alsO 
21, bY 
a(%) = lirn inf 
log h(G) 
GE% log u(G)’ 
where h(G) denotes the maximal 
number of vertlccs of G. 
length of circuits in G and u(G) denotes the 
Let S&,,, m = 0, 1,2, denote the family of all 3-valent 3-connected planar graphs 
for which pk # 0 implies k 53 m (mod 3); in particular. $ contains only non- 
Grinbergian graphs. 
Strengthening Theorem 1, we have 
Theorem 3. a@,) = CTM~) -G log 89/lag 91 = 0.995073.. . , 
Proof. To establish the upper bound, define inductively a sequence (H,jtD, of 
graphs of %&, as follows: H, = GI, having o(H,) = 92 and h(H,) s 90; assume 
inductively that H,, has been defined, let N a+1 be the graph obtained from Hn by 
replacing every vertex with a copy of G,-minus-a-vertex. It iollows easily that 
FL 1 E 92, and that u(H& = 61 o(H,,), hence v(J&+~) = 92 091”. Every circuit in H,, 
contains at most h (F&j vertices, hence every circuit in H,, , I visits at most h (H,) out 
of the u(ff”) copies of GI-minus-a-vertex, and it contains at most 89 vertices of each 
ww of these copies, since h(G,j s 90. It follows that k(N,.,) s XS)h(&j, hence 
h (K + ,) s 90 l 89”, which implies that 
To show that @&) = w(K), let (G&+ i = 1,2, be 51t sequence of graphs in 3,. 
for which lim .-.=(log h(G.,)/lag o(G,,,j) exists and it is less than a( 
arbiticary p > 0. Let CT,, be the graph obtained from G,,, bv replacing every vertex . 
It was remarked hy CXinbaum (private communication) that u(‘&,) < 1 can be 
obtained from 14, p. I 1461. 
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